SAPN/Enerven Update 09/07/21
Congratulations again to every single one of you who voted no and protected your job security, your
workmate’s job security and your future workmate’s job security.
This third no vote shows that the current leadership isn’t listening to you, the workers. The
negotiations have been a disaster from the beginning with UMPL choosing legal action, withdrawing
from negotiations, and ignoring what is important to workers over negotiating a fair deal.
As the leader, the CEO, Rob Stobbe, is ultimately responsible for the direction the negotiations have
gone in and the lack of respect that has been shown to workers. He has oversight and control of the
management team and it is apparent that he has not been doing his job properly. The result is longterm damage being done to the workforce morale and the company’s public image.
Such a display of failed leadership needs to be met with accountability, so we have written this
letter to the Chairman of the Board calling for him to be held accountable: HERE
It is important we celebrate the achievement of another strong No vote, but it is equally important
that we keep the pressure on UMPL.
The overtime bans are still in place and Work to Rule is still ongoing. We need to continue these
important Protected Actions. We know that it’s hurting UMPL and is going to continue making an
impact.
Now is the time to stay strong, stick together and force UMPL back to the negotiating table to
bargain a fair and reasonable Enterprise Agreement with the SBU.
Together, we’ve got this!

SAME WORK, LESS PAY, WE SAY, NO WAY!
SA Power Workers - Strength Through Unity
For more information regarding the SAPN/Enerven enterprise agreement negotiations, contact
your relevant union workplace delegate or your Union Organiser:
Ben Jewell CEPU 0422 339 699
BenjamenJ@cepusa.com.au
Scott McFarlane ASU 0426 291 572
smcfarlane@asu-sant.asn.au
Sarah Andrews PA 0411 124 351
sandrews@professionalsaustralia.org.au

